Did you use a **TAGGING GUN** to tag clothing items for resale? If so, please read this tagging gun checklist!

**1.** Did you use the tagging gun to attach your JBF tag through the size tag of a clothing item, like this?:

![Tagging gun attaching to a size tag](image)

If you did, great!
Please place your items on the rack by size for inspection!

✅ I tagged my items with a tagging gun through the clothing size tag!

**2.** If your item was tagless, did you tag your clothing item with a tagging gun through the seam of a shirt collar, where the seams meet under the armpit, or pants through the seam at the waist, like this:

![Tagging gun attaching to a seam](image)

If you did, great!
Please place your items on the rack by size for inspection!

✅ I tagged my clothing items through a seam with a tagging gun!

**3.** Did you tag your item with a tagging gun through the fabric of a clothing item, like this?

![Tagging gun attaching to the fabric](image)

If you used your tagging gun to fasten your JBF tag through the fabric of your clothing items: **STOP**

Please take your items home! When using a tagging gun, you can only tag through the size tag of an item or through a seam. If not, you will create a hole and permanently damage the clothing item. This item is now damaged and unsellable. If we find any items tagged incorrectly that snuck their way in, we will reject the item as damaged!

A SAFETY PIN WILL HEAL! A hole left by a tagging gun barb will not.

❌ I tagged my items through the fabric of the item, not the tag or a seam.